PUBLIC PROGRAMS AT THE WIG

Chaffey College and the Wignall Museum of Contemporary Art are pleased to present a series of free, public programs in conjunction with the exhibition When I’m Sixty-Four, on view at the Wignall Museum from September 10 - November 21, 2012. All events take place at the location listed and are free and open to the public unless otherwise noted. Call 909/652-6492 with any questions.

SPECIAL EVENTS

YOUR STORY HERE Oral story preservation event
Saturday, September 29, 10am-4pm
MEET AT THE WIGNALL MUSEUM OF CONTEMPORARY ART
Jane Shafron, co-owner and founder of Your Story Here LLC will guide the interviews and preserve the life histories of 12 older adults in a professional video. 12 participants will be selected at random from submission forms. Entry forms are available at the Wignall Museum of Contemporary Art on the Chaffey College Rancho Cucamonga campus during regular business hours. Please call 909/652-6493 for more information.

YOUNG AT HEART FESTIVAL
Saturday, October 6, 10am-3pm
WIGNALL MUSEUM PHOTO AND SURROUNDING GROUNDS
This event features artworks for sale by local and regional artists and craftspeople of all ages! Entertainment will also be provided by The Harmony Carousel, members of the Inland Empire Chapter of the Barbershop Harmony Society, and there will be food for sale.

HARPS FOR THE SPIRIT
Monday, November 19, 6-7pm
WIGNALL MUSEUM OF CONTEMPORARY ART
Is there a difference between curing and healing? Often the terms are used interchangeably, and the distinctions seem subtle. But there can be an important difference apparent to the certified therapeutic harpists who provide live harp music through the Harps for the Spirit program at Pilgrim Place. Harps for the Spirit provides live harp music for the seriously ill and dying in hospitals, assisted living centers, hospice home centers and skilled nursing facilities in the Inland Valley. Join us to hear these certified therapeutic harpists and hear more about their work.

FILM SCREENINGS

AGING IN AMERICA: THE YEARS AHEAD
2003, 57 minutes, a documentary by Julie Winokur
Wednesday, November 7, 1230-2pm, CAA-211
Aging in America is a highly charged journey across the landscape of aging. This film travels from coast to coast exploring the unprecedented highs and the prolonged lows of growing old. From burlesque dancers in their seventies to geriatric prison wards, this film takes us to the extreme ends of longevity while asking “What is a good old age?”

88 YEARS IN THE CLOSET
2007, 29 minutes, a film by Jane Shafron/Your Story Here
Wednesday, November 21, 1230-2pm, CAA-211
A film about Orange County resident Loraine Bar. Born in 1918, Loraine hid her homosexuality for 88 years. When she revealed the truth to Newsweek magazine in 2007 she set the blogs ablaze and challenged us to ask: is she really brave, or is she a coward – as others have written – only coming out when nothing was truly at risk?

Nancy Macke, Hi Daddy #7, 2010, archival digital print, 43 1/4 x 32 1/4”, Courtesy of the artist.